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Add to Your Book! each a Pattern &Rproach to Writing

by Joe Quattrini

YOUR BOOK 041"WRITINGI

By now, you:ve wri4ten your own "bolvk" on writing.

;very teacher writes his or her own "book": a compila3tion

ti

of models, problems, exercises, and -techniques. lfou've written

thatbook?because the many books you've read about writing

are just,that--Iwoks about writinl;, ngt books on how to 'write.

You know that your job is not to gee.. students to know more
e.

about writings it's to get them _to write better.

You'd probably like your writing students to be able too

accothplish various 12ommufnieltio purposes.

adopt different roles as writers.

- write at varying levels of formalityi.

- plan and write in different patterns of organiZation.

- use .varying methods to develop ideas.

- plan different topic sentence placements.

writb a variety of sente.nce patterns,..

transltions and'unifiers.

- control style to suit audience...

- not important of all--approach a writing problem
with a senqe of confidence--know where to start, know where
to finirh, and know how to evaluate the work.

7ntnr your personal "book," an effort to make the con-

nention between what people are sayin:7 writini0 about

writinc, and what we know our students have to be able to

do when they write. Urnially, the personal book is not for

anyone rlre to see. No one can read it because it's in the

7jni the teacher. For the Same cnnson, the teacher can't
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read it, either. On can students. There are no. page numbers,

no index, no table of contents - -yet, in a senSe, the teacher

"knows" the book and is constantly trying to add to it.

I think you can add.to your boon in ,a simple way: make

more'visittle what is already there. You can help your students

to better achieve the writing. goals you. set --yet crritinue.

%e use your present writing methods and materials--if you can

make your book more 'visible.

After a dozen years of trying to teach writi

such nn invisible book, I tried t.o.write mine down so that

students (and I) could use it bettor. I startedjith the ten,

goals listed earlier 'in the article. I had. in mind several

levels of, audience in education and in industry. I had the

basic premie:, that writing is writing: the process can be made

common to all students; in all content areas or disciplines;

for all writing tasks, iAludint; academic, business, and

personal writinr. Although there are .some differences between

sinpine. in the shower and sinc;ing in Carnegie Hall, in both

crynes there are speakers, audiences, and purposes:
FurLIT:1' MOUGHT-2,, WORDS

The writing process can be made common if we show that

every writer needs to start with a purpose, an audience, a

topic, and a role as a writer: Writers who make conscious

decisions about their work need to think about register, tone,

or.;anizin,- pattern or structure, me.tods of development, place

ment of topic sentence', sentence structure, and diction.

I couldn't find a" planning; or prewriting or outlining

method that attended to all of these choices, so Z developed
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Na device cad a planning blank toillow the writer to plan

the work and to be aware of the choices at the same time.

These choices can't all be made before writing, but they can't

all be made after writing, either. .1 don't think it makes

much sense to talk abOut pre-writing, writing, and editing

as separate steps of the writing process. Perhaps they're not

even stages. In the same way that you can think about the

past and the future as you, read this article in the present,

a writer can plan, write, and edit at the same time. I'm

using the word "planning" to include all of these processes.
"NO

The goals I listed at the beginning of the article start

with purpose and continue thrdugh audienbe, patterns, and

sentence:7. This is writing "from the .top down," from purpope

to product. The other way around just doesn't work: we can't

just pile up words and expect to accomplish a purpose, as so

many student writings (calibrated with the faint subscript

numerals "250") have shown.
L.,INC THY'. PLAN PLANKI

The writer uses the planning blank. to establish purpose,

audience, topic, and role as a writer. Then, the'ove'rall

structure can be planned. A good ,writing plan should suggest

riot only a beginning, middle, and end, but also a form for

the content of each of these partyof the:work. The planning

blank allows form and content to be planned on a single page,

even for long works, witiloy't losing sight of audience and purpose.

like to compare using this device to making a traditional
7:11%

outline. Do you ask students to make outlines before they

write? Most books on writing,'ay that outlininr, and organizing
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are important steps. I agree, but I don't think that outlining

should be done by assigning. Roman numerals and letters to a

liSt of facets or ideas. My objection is that the numbers and

letters don't show anything about ..\he purpose of the work or
a

the logical 'relationships among the ideas.of the work.

Try an experiment. find something you 'have outlined with

numbers and letters and cross out or erase the numbers and,

lettters. What have you lost?. The list st4ll reads from top

to bottom, so the order of ideas is retained. The indentations

show the froups of ideas, so the grouping is retained.

Numbers and letters 'don't really help you to outline--

they just make your outline easy for someone else to understand,

after you've done the organizin. f

Try another experiment. Find three samples of very

different pieces of writing. Then, try to make outlines of

them by usinyletters and numbers. It won't be difficult.

mince anyth,ing can be outlined wiN1 nUmbers.and letters,

these symbols must net tell us: much about the pattern of

thinking in the written work--which is what we need to know

in order to make or use an outline.
Here are three examples of eilieLent types oi wr1111.to

a recipe far apple pie, a mystery novel, and Lincoln's

"Gettysbur Address." Using the traditional method of out-

lining, all three could be done with numbers and letters--yet

these three are very different with respect to audience,

purpose, structure, and style!

Using the pattern method of outlining, outlines for these

writings would use .these three patterns of organization:
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I recipe for apple pie how-to -Vattern

mystery no 1 ° narrative pattern

."Gettysburg Address° opinion-reason pattern

r,

*These are completed Writing. When students plan their'>.

own writings, they .can use planning blanks to choose the
Is

organizing patterns which suit the contexts of the writings:

the purposes,, audiences, speaker's., and topics.

A. writer who has chosen the organizing pattern for a

work of writing can outline easily, because he has established

theme, shape of the ideas and the relationships among them. The
Nw

writer can-go onto use topic sentences to make an outline in

the organizing pattern, using one sentence for each part of

the pattern. Even though this will not result in a complete 11)3

work of writing (all details will not be included), much of

the hinking behind the writing will Ide'complete.

PROBLPOLUTION PATTPRNI
e ow. is in example of how a planning blank might be used

by a writer The writer is a person who has had to write

research papers. Too many research papers. Anger and

frustration have led the writer to suggest that there must

be a better way to assign these papers.

There are two levela of audience fog this outline:

1. other people who have suffered with ill-designed

or ill-defined research topics, and

2. the people who assign these papers and reports.

Yom the first audience the writer would like sympathy, but

from the second he would like a chan.T in behavior: better

asiiir:nment3.
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The register for this writing will be informal, and the

writer will use a persuasiVe pattern, thesprOblem-sol.ution

.pattern, to -organize the work. The pattern has thf e parts:

Problem
Effect(s)
Cauae(s)
Solution
ignifica,nce

The planning blank has the heading completed and the

pattern partsilistea in the margin. There ate other spaces

in the margin- for decisions about methods of development

(Comparing/conitrasting,' etc.) and topic sentences. The
I

writer dan:t make all these decisions b;foro writing, but,

during the process, can fill in decisions as they are made.

This first 1p:wining blank shows the contexts of the writing

and the wr4ter's choic'e of pattern.

(insert first planning blank)

THE TOPIC-SENTENCE OUTLII

It

The nqxt planning blank shows a completed topic-sentence

outline in the problerk-solutfon pattp Each sentence- in

0

the outline corresponds to one patterh p rt, but, not

o
nec6s6arily to one paragraph. In the finished product, the

paper written from this outline, some pattern parts may require

more than onOrParagraph to develop. Herff' is the completed

topic-sentence outline for the problem-solution writing.

(insert second planning blank)

Outlines from planning blanks should make sense by

themselves', This outline moves logically from the problem
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writer Frustrated research°rpurpose Change behavior
,

Audicnal:tilanW2ce-166171-Reyister--7,
Topic ResearchassiiimEts Pattern Problem.soluiXon

Too many research projects turn ou-frfirtrgialrah
'-Ma c ',search projects; I spend most of my time air,-

lessly sifting through data because I have no purpose in
mind except to complete the paper, to fill up the
necessary pages and bat it over with.

177

NfwlNNMINNm*NNNN g 110

By the time' I finaXly determine what data I
nee -'m too mentally exhausted (and behind schedule)
to do much thinking about it, to do more than 'copy
the data or change a word or two..

mow [
. . 1114

Assignments are not specific as to purpose 1 -

an a dience, and, before I do the research 1
f -

never know enough about the topic to guess what . I

my putpose should be.
.

I

. ,
1

NNNa &No Mb& dO.N.J
FWhoever assigns a paper should tell me the

audience and purpose of my research: Is it to
establish a fact, to determine a meaning, or to
recommend a course of action?

1.4 NE

00 tN e P

77know from the outset what I'm supposed
to accomplish with the data, I'll be able to select
and evaluate data more efficiently because I'll
have a principle of selection.

M..01. .. N.
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and its effects to the causes, solution, and significance,

the benefits that will result from salving the problem.

These outlines should also work as blueprints for more

detail writings. The final veiting may .be five paragraphs

tr five hundred paragraphs, but the pattern of thinking and

the basic content have been set by the pattern outline on .

the planning blank. If you set out to complete this writing .

by adding details fATirhi< own experience, your additions

would enhance* but not alter the basic structure of the writing.
7177I' 3ATIONS OF THE METHODA

What can students write with this pethod7 They can plan.

and write- responses to writing questiolls on Regents Competency

Tests, Regents Comprehensive Exams, Advanced Placement English

Exams, Collej,e,7.ntrance Achievement Tests, and Instructor-

made tests Ln any course area. The pattern method can also

be used to write such business and personal communications

as letters, memos, reports, market. projections, analyses,

recommendations, proposals, and evaluations.

I do not propose this method as TiIT' way to write--it is

A way, however, that seems to solve many of the planning and

writing problems of writers in schools and business. Whether

the writer is planning a ulank-you note or a doctoral thesis,

the pattern approach allows him to plan the work without getting

lost in the delails. 'He can or:;anizci. ideas in a pattern

appropriate to audience and purpose.

The form and content requirements of the. beginning, the

middle, and the end of the work will be evident in the planning

process. The writer can begin to idd detail to any part of-

lb
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the pattern; on any part of the planning blank.. If the

writer of the problem-solution outline felt 'like starting

with the causes, because they were clearest in mind, he

'71 could start there and work iii-ttith directions, without
A

losing sight of his overall plan and purpose.

The probleM-solution pattern is just one 'of many common

patterns of thinking and writing. It is typically used to

/organize letters of complaint, solution strategies, and

advisory reports and papers. Other common patterns in academic

and tusineds, writing include the opinion-reason, thesisptoof,

statements-support, and how-to patterns.* The notes that

follow refer to teaching a number of' patterns as whole --work
/

orranizerq.
'SOME NOTES ON USING EATTEREQ

1. What you call the pattern is less important than

whether the form chosen accomplishes the purpose with the

audience. In fact, this overall structure will fit almost

any of the patterns:

Gz-neralization: writer's most important point about the topic

Detail: idea which supports the main point

Detail: another supporting, idea

Detail: another supporting idea

Significance, what the writer wants the reader to °think or s
to about the main point

:'or beginning writers, this may be enouf:h structure.

_4/ -or writers who want to be in control of the language, we
c'

. need to . tke distinctions amonc opinions, statements; thenes,

* "or a more detailed treatment of these patterns and this
approach, see the author's text Tmprovinc Your :iri tin; skills,
Area l'ublishin, Inc.

10
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problems, motivations, and other types of generalizations.

I think the greatest advantage of teaching patterns is that

we can expand the. student's range of possibilities. I would

rather have a student thinking "Which way should I approach

this?" than thinking "How can I get started?"

2. Patterns can be varied and combined to suit the

writer's purposes. Parts can be repeated within a pattern: -

three solution strategies can be offered, for example.

Parts can be arranged in other orders. A thesis-proof

paper could give one proof before stating the thesis. Nar-

ratives can open in medias res and use flashback to tell

what happened earlier.

Parts can be omitted. A compelling argument may not

directly state a recommendation, as th_ writer may feel

that the required action will be obvi. . to the reader

(the writer be wrong about this, of course).

3. T11,. length of the writing is irrelevant to pattern..

Here is the nontents page from'a took written in the how-to

pattern. (insert contents page)
And here is a single sentence in that pattern!

I'iotivation: If you want to keep your reader's interest...
Lqi:(22 1: consider audience and purpose...

Jtep 2: choose pattern and methods...

tr,p 1: control register and tone...

Applicotien: and your v.riting will be interest'in and effective.

then the sentence is written in its usual form, the pattern

is less obvious, but it is there, nonetheless: If you want

to kee) your reader's interest, consider audience and purpoqf,

::hoose pattern and method, control re sister and tone, and

your writind7. will be interesting and effective.

11

13
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recI hiew!,tnr,

Writer teacher of writing Purpose explain a process

Audience interested writers Register informal

Topic improved writing Palter how-to

Introduction

Motivation I Use it: Write better, read better, speak
better, listen better

cuptertine/ Step One Setting purposes: Why write?
What is writing?

Chapter Two

Step Two

Chapter Three
Step Three

1

O

4

..:

I Defini-tg contexts: Speaker, audience,
purpose, tone and register . 17 ;.r.

..-;.

I The big picture: Using patterns to organize
. _ideas 33

Chapter Four
Step Four i Making your case: Methods of development

Land topic sentence placement 141

Chapter Five
Step Five

Clivici. Six
Step Six

Cliaptvi Scsen

Application^ - - - _ . _

Sentences and punctuation: Emphasis,
relationships., and coi:Ibinations 186

__I'rransitions unifiers: Repetitions and
Fru cture words 201

____117;altifo.ion and ar.a.lylv.1: T.lodel ansvb ers to

L.PLItterii
problems
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L. No one has turned 'into a robot from using' this

pattern approach. There inflexibility within patterns, and
there are almost limitless combinations of patterns and methods
and everything else. If making intelligent choices is an

important part of the writing process, then students must

have something from which to choose.

Creativity does' not. suffer. I think that most pOor

writing suffers fromdtoo little structure, not too much.

Perhaps the sonnet is a useful example. The form is fairly

rigid, but how many hundreds of interesting variations on

the theme have been created within that structure?

. Can this method of teaching composing complement your

"book" on writing? Can your students use the patterns and

the planning`blanks, along with your present methods and

materials, to produce the kinds of writing you want to read?

Coull you use rattern analysis to show a student not just
4

that a work isn't organized, but also }Tow to organize it

properly?

If you share my goals for writers,- if you want students

to make decisions as they write, and if you want students to

master not just astructure, but'a variety of structures,

then I think you can use this method to" bring your "book"

more into the realm of the visible.

since this method is not tied to any body of content or

to any special type of writings it can be used in all content

areas with all levels of student and professional writers.

i'3
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Because it IsQa whole-work organizer, the pattern method allows

room for whatever competencies you wish to set for students.

The ultimate goal for students is to betome confident

and competent writers--planners, writers, and editors of

their own work and each others' work.

When students have learned to use patterns and planning .

blanks, you can achieve what I think to be the ultimate role

for the writing teacher: a sensitive and critical reader of

writing that's worth reading.
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